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Standards 91553  91556

Part A: Commentary
Successful candidates showed a high level of understanding of Curriculum Level
8 vocabulary, kanji and language features, and were able to show this in their
answers to the questions.  

Higher grades were gained when candidates directly answered questions and
used details in the text to make inferences and interpret information.  

A small number of candidates chose to answer the questions digitally and there
was no obvious difference in their ability to answer the questions to those
candidates who answered the paper examination.

Part B: Report on standards 

91553:  Demonstrate understanding of a variety of
extended spoken Japanese texts
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:
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focused on a general understanding

showed understanding of some Curriculum Level 8 vocabulary and language
features

made language errors that showed a lack of detailed understanding of the
text

selected text or provided answers that did not always directly answer the
questions.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

wrote answers that did not relate to the spoken passage or the questions

wrote answers that showed little or no understanding of vocabulary and/or
language features at Curriculum Level 8

gave little or no detail.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

showed a depth of understanding of vocabulary and language features

gave detailed answers that directly answered the questions

selected relevant information to answer questions and gave specific
examples from the text

communicated answers clearly

made minor errors that did not impact on the general understanding of the
text.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

provided detailed answers demonstrating a deep understanding of
vocabulary and language features in multiple questions

answered the questions directly, showing an ability to summarise, link ideas
and provide examples to justify answers

wrote answers in Japanese that demonstrated thorough understanding of the
passage by summarising, synthesising and drawing on the implied meaning
and nuances in the text

made only minor errors that did not affect their overall understanding of the
passage.
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Standard specific comments

Candidates did well when they directly answered the questions rather than listing
information. This included providing examples when the questions asked them to
do so.

Candidates did well when they interpreted the information provided in
conversations rather than writing a transcription of the dialogues.

Candidates did well when they listened for language features as well as
vocabulary, and used these to give detail to their answers. For example,
understanding tense and communicating this in the answers was important in the
passage on ninja.

Going beyond the text was important in the passage on the Sleeping Bookshop.
Candidates did well when they were able to provide examples from the whole text
when answering the final question.

The word はなし（話）was misinterpreted by many candidates as meaning
talking, rather than stories.

Candidates writing in Japanese must ensure their language has a degree of
accuracy, including using kanji that are correctly formed.

 

 

91556:  Demonstrate understanding of a variety of
extended written and/or visual Japanese texts
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

provided brief, mostly accurate answers based on the text with some key
points identified

showed good, basic understanding of some Curriculum Level 8 vocabulary
and language features

made language errors that showed a lack of detailed understanding of the
text
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understood most kanji with only minor errors.

 Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

gave brief answers with little supporting detail from the text

gave answers based on opinion and not the evidence stated in the text.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

provided detailed answers based on the text, often showing understanding of
Curriculum Level 8 language and/or kanji

provided responses that directly answered the questions and at times went
beyond a direct translation of the text

provided some implied meanings based on the text and not just the
candidate’s personal opinions

made minor errors that did not impact on the general meaning of the text.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

gave full, detailed answers demonstrating a deep understanding of complex
language and grammar, including nuances

used details from the text to guide, inform and justify inference and opinion

made only minor errors that did not affect their overall understanding of the
text

showed an ability to explain and justify inference across multiple parts of a
question/across the whole paper.

Standard specific comments

In order to show understanding in the target language, candidates must
summarise, synthesise and draw on implied meanings rather than providing a
direct translation of the text.

Candidates did well when they used information from the text to inform and guide
inference and implied meanings. For example, in Question One candidates were
able to infer that the article was a call to action and not just written because the
writer was concerned about a bird that had eaten the rubbish.

The kanji for bird/island were often confused.
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It is essential that candidates directly answer all parts of a question.

When giving digital responses, candidates must ensure they have inputted the
correct kanji.
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